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…may we introduce…

RECREA is short for ”RECREATION”. 
Recrea�on is our field of ac�vity – our 
business.

RECREA AB – the Company – was founded in 
the seven�es in the middle of the wild forests 
of Wermland, Sweden, based on equally wild 
ideas and concepts born in the house of our 
founder, Mr. Istvan Foth.

For decades we made playground equipment 
(BRIO) – we were involved  in the crea�on of 
the very first major Adventure Parks of 
Sweden (like Skara Sommarland). 

Then,  in late eigh�es - inspired by the 
pioneers of the newborn Waterpark Industry, 
we got deeply engaged in water oriented fun.  
We  could  say we were pioneers ourselves….

Since then we concentrate on things we do 
best. Our own inven�ons – our own unique 
products.

You don't go to a waterpark for swimming – 
said one of the pioneers. You go there with 
your friends to have fun together - with 
water… 
And that could be just about anything – but 
should be much more fun when water is 
involved. 

This is our philosophy – what MORE FUN 
could you do with water. 
There are pools, wavepools, rivers, there are 
waterslides of all kind. 
There are fantas�c waterplay structures. 

Apart from that - what MORE water things 
could you make. Things of great adventure- 
entertainment value – at reasonable cost.

Our water games offer unmatched a�rac�on 
value at a frac�on of a price of a water slide. 
They are DIFFERENT – and they make a 
difference. They bring new life – revitalize your 
pool area – your Waterpark.

We have put over 30 years of experience and 
know-how in our products. Con�nuous 
development – con�nuous sophis�ca�on.  
And con�nuous search for new ideas – what 
more fun could  you do with WATER…

Here we want to present what we can do for 
you….

RECREA AB
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RECREA PRODUCTS

Our attractions have pure shapes, 

they are colorful - beautiful to look 

at. But it's the kids - those who play 

on them - giving the attractions life 

and content.

Our water games invite to active 

play - the participants are the 

actors. It's more fun to be more - 

play together.

Our water games are built at height 

- they will be as landmarks in your 

facility. 

The play becomes an entertaining 

spectacle that stands up in the park 

and shows wide around. 
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”My little granddaughter 

fell in love with the Bubble 

in Faliraki, Rhodes - 

demanded to have our own 

Bubble in our newly built 

hotel in Alanya.” 

(Grandpa).

”Proud to have the first 

ever Wet Bubble in the US 

- great fun since 1986! ” 

(Wesley Hurst).

”we couldn´t do without the 

Wet Bubble - it has become 

the trademark of our place” 

”The Bubble is in 

operation - has become 

the busiest attraction we 

currently have” (Wet´n 

Wild Mexico).

”can´t imagine the park 

without the bubble ... we 

could have one more - this 

one is busy all the time...” 

(Sunne, Sweden).

”the very first Cliffhager 

ever made is here at Schloss 

Dankern. Istvan came here 

with his idea on a piece of 

paper - I liked it. For over 25 

years it has been a magnet - 

full action every day!” 

(Baron Friedhelm von 

Landsberg-Velen)

”fact is that - after eight years 

- the Wet Bubble still remains 

our most loved attraction”

”It is a work of art that 

provides exhilaratingplay 

for the participants and 

amusement to the 

observers...”

TESTIMONIALS



What is a WET BUBBLE?
- a waterslide ?

- a bouncer ?

- a water playgound ?

- a trampoline ?

- a climbing wall ?

YES and NO..!

None of  it – and ALL of  it – at the same time.

The WET BUBBLE is an inflated dome installed into a pool. 

The game is to climb, play, bounce, slide and splash into the water.

...a simple but ingenious facility that contains all of  the above listed play 

elements in one. The  WET BUBBLE comes in a wide variety of  sizes and 

features. Small Bubbles for toddlers - huge ones for children and grown-ups...

Our design and engineering service guarantees that every 

Wet Bubble is built according to customer requirements such 

as size, age range, features, colors or special decorations.

The bubble is a huge billboard in your park – 

use it for art decoration or even for 

advertising/sponsoring.

WET BUBBLE
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What is the VOLCANO?

A Climbing Mountain 

...smart version of  a climbing wall...

The VOLCANO is a stretched membrane structure in 

form of a volcano shape mountain. Inside is a 

structure supporting the top deck. 

Around on the mountain several tracks of grips, 

arranged in patterns for various climbing skills - 

green - red - black level of climbing to master one 

after the other. 

The goal is to reach the top from where you have a 

good overview over the action around. 

Then take the slide back to the pool.

VOLCANO
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VOLCANO

The standard VOLCANO is a full mountain 

with a stainless steel speedslide.

We make custom made VOLCANOES - for 

indoor or outdoor installations. 

Would you have an indoor leisure pool that 

is not too much used, then installing a HALF 

VOLCANO there would bring more action - 

would make that pool the busiest place.
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Volcano
Bergen

Volcano
Dyreparken



Product 5

CLIFFHANGER

Climbing Mountain...the dry version.

The CLIFFHANGER is a stretched membrane structure 

in form of a volcano shape mountain. Inside is a structure 

supporting the top deck. 

Around on the mountain several tracks of grips, arranged 

in patterns for various climbing skills - green - red - black 

level of climbing to master one after the other. 

Schloss Dankern, Germany 
The very first CLIFFHANGER ever...

Twinpigs Western City, Zory, Poland 
This CLIFFHANGER is from early nineties...
still going strong!

CLIFFHANGER
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Telemarksporten
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Billboard Advertising
Telemarksporten
Eidanger, Norway

miniVolcano / miniCliff 

miniVolcano is a mountain shaped climbing 

and sliding unit for Toddler pools.

miniCliff is the same for dry installations, 

playgrounds, hotel gardens, public parks 

and campings.

It is durable fiberglass products. 

Diameter 5,5 meter. Height 2,0 m.

miniCliffminiVolcano
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Boost your Lazy River! 

Add WAVES!

Our Tsunami system makes 

waves that can travel all way 

around a Lazy River. 

You can make a wave every 

second minute - or - with the 

double bucket system - every 

minute. 

3-4 waves every whole hour 

is recommended. 

scan to watch video

TSUNAMI!

TSUNAMI
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SKYFALL

The SKYFALL is a NEW invention

1 + 1 = 3

A combination of two features gives great synergy effects.

The SKYFALL is a vertical wall slide combined with a Tsunami unit.

You start from the tower - pass through the tubeslide at moderate pace - 

fall downhill at breathtaking speed and up the wall. Then fall back down - 

backwards - fly over the ridge and land into the lazy river where you float 

away along with the river...

You might get quite wet passing under 

the Tsunami Bucket 

For daredevils you have the control 

option of running the full Tsunami at 

the same time - that makes a SKYFALL 

Every time the Bucket tilts, you also 

generate a wave in your Lazy River.

The SKYFALL is a breathtaking ride - 

while enhancing your river experience -

turns your Lazy River into a Wave River.



Custom Design

Waterpark

We can design a full indoor or 

outdoor waterpark, according to 

all your requirements and fitted 

perfectly to your space. 

You have the opportunity to 

discuss your ideas with us and 

see your custom-made 

waterpark come into life. 

Knowledge & Expertise

Working together with our 

partners and other technical 

experts, we have built and 

installed the facilities of  our 

own design.  

We are always associated with 

the most knowledgeable 

technicians and have a hard-

working team who delivers top-

quality constructions. 

...waterfun innovations...
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Waterslide design - Olympic Lagoon, Pafos, Cyprus.

Partner
Synergy Waterlides

India

DESIGN - Mini Waterpark layout. COMPACT design for limited size area.

...waterfun innovations...

Video
Mini Waterpark

layout
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RECREA CUSTOMERS

TOSSELILLA 
SOMMARLAND, 
SWEDEN - SKARA 
SOMMARLAND, 
SWEDEN - 
RÖSTÅNGA 
SOMMARLAND, 
SWEDEN -LIGNANO 
SABBIADORO, ITALY - 
PADOVALAND ITALY - 
AQUAPARK 
TORREMOLINOS, 
SPAIN
AQUABOGGAN 
WATERPARK, SACCO, 
MAINE, USA - WET'N 
WILD ORLANDO 
FLORIDA, USA - 
WET'N WILD LAS 
VEGAS, USA - WET'N 
WILD SAO PAOLO, 
BRAZIL - WET'N 
WILD RIBERIAO 
PRETO BRAZIL 
WET'N WILD 
SALVADOR, BRAZIL - 
WET'N WILD 
CANCUN, MEXICO - 
SUZHOU 
AMUSEMENT LAND, 
SUZHOU, CHINA  - 
PU YUAN, CHINA - 
YICHAN, CHINA - 
JUKU-JUKUMAA, 

KALAJOKI, FINLAND - 
MIROKU NO SATO, 
JAPAN SENDAI 
HIGHLAND PARK, 
JAPAN - TOCHIGI 
PREFECTURE, JAPAN 
- WET'N WILD 
LIMASSOL, CYPRUS - 
fASOURI 
WATERMANIA, 
LIMASSOL, CYPRUS - 
SUPER APHRODITE 
WATERPARK PAFOS, 
CYPRUS - 
WATERWORLD 
WATERPARK, AYIA 
NAPA, CYPRUS - 
BUKIT MERAH 
LAKETOWN RESORT, 
MALAYSIA - 
AQUAPARK FALIRAKI, 
RHODOS, GREECE - 
DREVNY GRAD 
HOTEL, LVIV, 
UKRAINE - 
DYREPARKEN 
KRISTIANSAND, 
NORWAY - GINO 
PARADISE 
BESENOVA, 
SLOVAKIA. MOSIR, 
ZIELONA GORA, 
POLAND  - 
HAZELWOOD, USA - 
MANHATTAN, USA - 
SABETHA AQUATIC 
CENTER USA - BLUE 

ASH WATERPARK 
CINCINNATI, USA - 
AQUADROM RUDA 
SLASKA, POLAND - 
HAYDARPASHA 
HOTEL, ALANYA, 
TURKEY - HOLIDAY 
CAMPING LAZY, 
POLAND - SUNNE 
SOMMARLAND, 
SUNNE, SWEDEN - 
BELGRADE, SERBIA. - 
BÜKKFÜRDÖ, 
HUNGARY - 
FUNABASHI, TOKYO, 
JAPAN - SZAFLARY, 
POLAND - 
BELGOROD, RUSSIA - 
LIVU WATERPARK 
JURMALA, LATVIA 
HOTEL IBEROSTAR, 
PLAYA DE MURO, 
MALLORCA - VIVA 
PALMANOVA - VIVA 
ZAFIRO - ALMERIA, 
SPAIN - AMAYA, 
SPAIN - IBENIDORM 
ALICANTE, SPAIN - 
GLOBALES 
BOUGANVILLA, 
SPAIN - HOTEL 
PROTUR, 
MALLORCA, SPAIN - 
HOTEL VIVA CAN 
PICAFORT - HOTEL 
VIVA TROPIC - HOTEL 
IBEROSTAR, SPAIN - 
GERONA, SPAIN - 
SOL Y MAR CALPE, 
SPAIN - VILLAVA, 
PAMPLONA, SPAIN ... 
& more….
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“We installed the first Wet Bubble in 
America at our Aquaboggan waterpark 
in June 1986. 
It was an instant success and became 
a favorite attraction for participants  
and spectators. 

In 1995 we installed the re designed 
Wet Bubble and it is still one of our 
customers favorite attractions.

The Wet Bubble is a unique design 
with quality construction. It requires 
no maintenance other than vacuuming 
the pool. 

We are extremely happy with our Wet 
Bubble and are purchasing a new one 
this year.”

March 2018.
Wesley Hurst,
Saco, Maine. USA



DREAMPARK INT. 

RECREA PARTNERS - DISTRIBUTORS
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for more Distributors refer to www.recrea.com
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”Splashing around the world!”
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RECREA AB

CONTACT

RECREA AB
OSEBOL 45

680 51 STÖLLET
SWEDEN

OFFICE/SALES
info@recrea.com

Phone:
+46 70 574 89 89 (Istvan)  

+46 72 040 52 46 (Russell)
+46 70 670 99 12 (Johan)

www.recrea.com


